If youʼre the impatient sort, youʼre
probably asking, “How do I get started?”
The “Start” scene is differentiated by its
deep orange background. So, look for those special pieces, use the clue to
assemble the first scene, and get ready to learn All About...The Simpsons™!
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To discourage “cheating,” each scene is
separated from the others by a nearly
identical border. It would be difficult to
assemble the puzzle solely using the
artwork, plus it wouldnʼt be as much
fun. Weʼve even scrambled the order
of the scenes on the back of the box!
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As you assemble the rest of the puzzle in this manner, youʼll notice that the
pictures youʼre looking for relate to the
piece of the story youʼre about to discover.
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All About...The Simpsons™ is divided
into scenes, each scene is an illustrated
part of the hilarious story. Upon completion
of your first scene, you will notice the
formation of a yellow speech bubble ("The
extra ingredient is worry," as seen in the
example). The speech bubble is the clue you
will need to begin the next scene. Locate
the pieces that correspond to that clue
(a picture of Marge), connect them, and
proceed to assemble the rest of that scene.
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The puzzle that tells a story... the story
that makes a puzzle! We call this activity
All About Puzzles™. Unlike ordinary
jigsaw puzzles, this one will not only tell
you all about the zany cast of characters
from the hit animated television series The
Simpsons, but it will also show you how to
put it together. (Example pictured left.)
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